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Volunteers were met with scenes of devistated homes during their trip to New Orleans.

Phi Alpha Delta FlyAway Volunteer Aids in
New Orleans Recovery· .~!i. ~~ :r\
·
.'

By Greg Kyriakakis
Current Affairs Editor

The Phi Alpha Delta sponsored
flyAway program Project Katrina
allowed both members of the
fraternity and other to help with
the hurricane recovery efforts in
New Orleans. Those from the NSU
chapter of the organization and their
guests who donated their time on
April 1 found a scene of devastation
but were able to provide aid to a
woman in need.
NSU students on . the trip
traveled to the lower Ninth Ward
to help gut and clean the destroyed
home of an elderly woman without
insurance.
"It was a wonderful, and
humbling experience for us all,"
said Marilyn Callwood, president

of the PAD chapter at NSU. "They
were poor neighborhoods, but
neighborhoods nonetheless, and it
hurts to drive through the empty
silent streets knowing at one time
ice cream trucks and laughing kids
occupied those same streets."
Though working under harsh
conditions was trying for volunteers,
the end result was worth the effort.
Many personal items were destroyed
by the flood waters, but
few
belongings were salvaged.
"It was exhausting, but when we
spoke to the lady and she told us that
her son and husband would help
finish the house, it touched home.
That was the best part of the whole
thing," said DIU Lapierre Pardo, a
business student who took part in
the effort.

American
Red Cross

'i;J

a

PAD FlyAway volunteers, from left to right: Giselle Gaviria, Samantha
Maitland (front), Kristi Kligerman, Jessica Boyd, Marilyn Callwood, Dru .Pardo
(front), and Amanda Sidari. Photos courtesy Dru Pardo
.

"I believe I made a difference
in this lady's life and that meant the
world to me," said Giselle Gaviria,
an NSU student and prospective

Please See FLYAWAY
Page 7

UNICCO Workers Call Strike
By Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter

On the corner of Southwest 36
Street and University Drive and under
threatening storm clouds, more than
80 UN1CCO employees gathered
with SE1U union members to show
support for the strike initiated on
April 10 at 6 p.m.
The decision to strike came after
workers signed a petition during the
last three weeks. Painting Supervisor
Steve McGonigle, and Osvaldo
Romero-Pizarro, Lead Orgnaizer

Please See UNICeO
Page 15
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Standing on a box, Lead Organizer Osvaldo Romero-Pizarro (rightcenter) announces the beginning of the strike to workers and 'SEIU
members. Photo by Paul Saneaux
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End ·of the Line

By Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chiej

The last meeting of the year
almost didn't happen, as almost
ten minutes after it was supposed
to start, not enough senators had
arrive to fill the attendance quota.
A few more individuals trickled
in, however, so that the incredibly
short meeting could start.
Announcements
McDonald
vpJ
Davia
announced for Treasurer Diane
Klein, who was absent due to
religious reasons, that there was
$5,734.39 left in the budget. She
also announced that the OSB had
come to a decision regarding the
removal of Jason Peebles as SGA
President, and that they upheld
the E-board decision, saying that
there was nothing unconstitutional
about the way that Peeb.les · was
removed.
McDona1d inquired what the
SGA would like to do with the
almost $5,000 left in the account
at the end of the meeting. IOC
Senator Jessica Boyd suggested that _
a vote' be taken before the banquet

the following week to approve
funds for study breaks or similar
small events during finals week.
Other senators present agreed that this was a good idea so that the
extra money wasn't wasted.
Boyd later asked people to be.
present at the IOC recognition ceremony_.. on April 20, which
Adviser ~1~rry Morrow remarked
was · .done "in conjunction with
SAiD· to also be a student leader
recognition.-.Morrow.informedofFreshman
Sen.at6r _ .- Andrew
Ibrahim's
IiIeedng; --:~i~h ' tiM students,
UNI ceo .(epresentatives and
university officials to educate
himself on the union issue in
hopes of educating the student
body. She also reminded senators
to be sure to get with those who
would be taking their places next
year to insure proper training.

Old Business
IOC Senator Mirtha Rivera
represented the Pre-Pharmacy
Society's spring banquet bill again
after it was tabled to seek a better

4eal for the dinner being served.
Pre-Pharmacy requested $614
to cover · food and decorations
for their fiesta-themed banquet.
The bill _was approved after it was
established that between 50 and 75
people were expected to attend.

r-

New Business
In the only other bills to be
presented during the meeting,
the SGA approved $50 for the
completion of the 2005-2006
SGA scrapbook and $1()2 for the
SGA end of the year banquet.

SGA Budget Allocatio-n

t---

Starting Funds: $5,734.39
Pre-Pharmacy Spring Banquet
requested: $614
received: $614
SGA Scrapbook
requested: $50

received: $50

SGABanquet
requested: $162

received: $162

Total Requested: $826
Total Received: $862
Ending Funds: $4908.39

STCIDENTS

Free A1assage for Students! r!!

IilllllEDL4 TE OPEiVI1VGS

C{Jrne and make your own.strcssttaU, tate your strcss level and find {Jut
. helpful ways to .tnanage stress.
Where: Quad Thursday
When: Apri120, U:30am ~ 1:OOpm

.Internll.t ional Co. esiuhlit-iJ,ed since 1967 looking tafill Entry
Let'i!l Positions. Office locations in BrOWtlrtl, Palm Beach ,& Dade COllllties.
;"De_~!!.erielU::e? No problem, WE TRAIN.I
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News from Around the World
Compiled by Paul Saneaux
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis

911 Scolds Boy, Lets Mother Die
Five-year-old Robert Turner dialed 911 when his mother, Sherrill, collapsed.
Despite his efforts to save his mother's life, helpful operators responded by telling
him that "you shouldn't be playing on the phone." The Associated Press reported
that the boy made two pleas for help to 911, but was reprimanded: "Now put her
on the phone before I send the police out there to knock on the door and you
gonha be in trouble," said an operator. Another of Sherrill~s children asserted that
it took police three hours to arrive at the apartment and officials said authorities
arrived at least one hour after the call. By that time, Sherrill was dead.

Police Destroy Bike Claiming to be Pip~_Bomb An Athens, Ohio, student recently had his bike'dismantled by authorities after
they became copcerned by a sticker displayed ~~ 1t.' A~cording to the Associated
Press, Patrick Hanlin, a student at Ohio' University, proudly adhered a decal for his
favorite band, "This Bike is a Pipe Bomb," to his hik, which attracted the attention
of authorities. Four buildings on campus were shut do~~ and bomb squad experts
took apart the bike in search of explosives: 1 :IaJ?lin ' was ~harged with inducing
panic for the mayhem the sticker caused, bUct -cli~fg.
~ s ,~ete~aropped.
-. . .
.

Psychic Judge Fired
A Manila, Philippines, judge claiming to have psychic powers and "dwarf
friends" has been terminated. Judge Florentino Floro said his abilities include
reading the future and holding "healing sessions." The Supreme Court decided that
Floro be relieved of his duty because "his mental problems for now appear to render
him unfit with the delicate task of dispensing justice" and "psychic phenomena ...
have no place in a judiciary duty-bound to. apply only positive law." The ex-judge
has, however, not been disbarred.

$218 Phone Bill Baffles Man
Yahaya Wahab of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, received his father's
806,400,000,000,000.01 ringgits ($218 trillion) phone bill after his parent's death
in January. An Associated Press report said that the bill had to be paid in full within
ten days or Wahab would face prosecution. Since his father is dead, it is speculated
that the bill was a mistake or the result of illegal telephone use. Wahab said that he
is ready to fight the bill and "can't wait to face" the battle.
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NSO
Campus Recreation
Introduces ...

Meditation in the style of Thich Nhat Hanh
studies show that mindfulness pra.c :iitioners have improvements in
d:eprsssion. anxie.t y; coping style, physJcal wel£.t)eing; medieaJ sym:ptoms,
sensQry pain. phy'5i~aJ impaimle'flt, and functional qualiity-Clr·tife.

To diefermfne mlera's1 in s. new frea· 5ert&s of meditation classes, RecreaUon &.
Welloolls at Nova S()utha<l<steffl Unliverslty f!,offBt'lng two Introdlwtory me.dJtatJon

ses,s lans.
MiindfuJness Awar't!>ntl'li!i Medltetioo Imdl uctkln and practIce will 00 offered bY 'Greg
Rogers. a student of Thich Nhat I'tanih , and a staff memoor and student af MSO.
Alltlouflh meditation Is often thooght of as II sj)lrltuef as weD. as s. wellne!>s practice,
tM.sesessions wUl foclls on thoeo practice of m&dltalioo imelit and will not promote
or ·c onJlict with any reli gi on.

Thursday, April 20, 5:30 - 6:45 pm
SitHng and walkIng rneditation.
Alternating sitting, and walking
for 1.5 mi nute periods after a
brief orientation . Noexperien<:e
needed, but experienced .
meditators wel,come!

,

Friday, April 2.1f 12:00 Noon
Mindfulness wa:lking
meditation outside.
Hat and/or sunblock
recommended.

,·oiteet a1 the RecPlex

lh~t

M~

~ffereda1

Please note
·::.n!Y ihe&E
tris. I !l-£ssioos are bein.;!
th is
Qu,.e;I.ans :, Gon1:ad >;:;ra9 Rogers at gp:og'.>rsi;o;!'l"lc{lfa.edu

.
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AFRICA
Rebels threaten Chad capital
Chadian Residents ~nd envoys told Reuters on April 12 that government
troops and police forces "reinforced the capital N'Djamena" and heightened
security at embassies after reports were received that said "rebels were moving
_Closer to the city." An unnamed security source said "a French military aircraft on
a surveillance flight had spotted a rebel column" at Massenya, 100 miles southeast
of the capital. A statement from the rebels said they "vowed to try to oust President
Idriss Deby before the elections next month." The rebels have come so close to
the capital through "a succession of hit-and-run attacks from the east." Although
the city is in high alert, security sources say that the small rebel anny may cause
. mutiny in the Chadian army, which has been weakened by desertions since last
year." France has dedicated approximately 1,200 troops in Chad and France's RFI
radio has volunteered to help direct civilians if an evacuation is called. For more
information visit http://news.;vahoo.com.
ASIA
Indonesian Muslims attack Playboy offie.e
After the Indonesian version of Playboy went into print and onto the shelves
on April 12, "about 300 hard-line Indonesian Muslims vandalized a building
housing the office of Playboy magazine." The demonstrators, "clad in white shirts
and skull caps," hurled rocks at the front lobby windows of the building in Jakarta
and began to tear up copies of the magazine "which, unlike the U.S. original, does
not show any nudity." According to Reuters, the protestors are a part of a Mllslim
group, the Islamic Defenders Front, known to resort-to "taking laws into th€ir own
hands." Police were present, but no aFrests were made. Indonesia already sells its
versions of Maxim and FHM magazines, and the first issue of Playboy spld out
"thanks to controversy surroundlng its publication." South Jakarta Police Chief
Wiliardi Wizard told Reuters that "he would question the leader of the group in
relation to the incident and detain the perpetrators." For more information visit
www.msnbc.com.
MIDDLE EAST
Sharon's condition ends tenure
Falling into a coma after a massive stroke on Jan. 4, Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon was "declared permanently incapacitated" by Israel 'sCabinetonApril
11. Deputy Ehud Olmert assumed the position of "de facto leader" after Sharon
suffered the stroke and was soon accepted as the "designated prime minister"
when he won the national elections as leader of the Kadima party. Accprding
to the Associated Press, the declaration of the end of Sharon's five year tenure
came early; with the Jewish Passover beginning' the same week, the declaration "
was moved to Tuesday instead of Friday, April 14. "U,nder Israeli law, an ailing
prime minister can only have a temporary replacement for 100 days" and April
14 was that deadline. In the week prior to the declaration, doctors at the Hadassah
Hospital finalized Sharon's eighth surgery since the strOKe by replacing "a portion
of his skull removed in a previous surgery." Hospital spokesman Ron Krumer
labeled Sharon in-:'serious but stable" condition. Sharon's stroke followed w~eks
after he .pledged to withdraw from parts of the West Bank and redraw Israel's
'
border for 2010. For more information visit http://news.yahoo.com.
NORTH AMERICA
crowd U.S. border
The Associated Press ' reported on April 12 that shelters along the U .S.Mexico border have been experiencing a large surge in the numbers of migrants
seeking passage into the U.S . A shelter manager for 24 years in Nogales, Mexico,
Francisco Loureiro told reporters he has "not seen such a IUs-hot migrants since .
1986," when 2.6 million illegal residents were granted citizenship. "Everytitne
there is talk in the north of legalizing migrants, people get tpeir hopes up" said
Loureiro, referring to a bill in the U.S . Senate that may legalize around 11 million ,
people. The south-central region of Arizona has reported the highest increase in ,
arrests in what is considered the ",busiest migrant smuggling area." Other figures ·
point at a nine percent rise in arrests along the entire border. Maria Velencia,
spokeswoman for U.S . Customs and Border Protection, said "the rise in detentions
did not necessarily mean more people were crossing," but rather that the recent
increase in Border Patrols has led to more arrests. For more information visit
www.cnl1.com.
Mi~rants

At the RecPlex.
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EUROPE
Court backs U.K. ciUzensl1ip for Gitmo detainee
.According to the Associated Press, the Court ofAppeal "unanimously rej ected
..:.. the British government's attempt to stop an Australian terrorist suspect held at
Guantanamo Bay from gaining British citizenship." Three judges "dismissed the
governinent's appeal" against a ruling by the High Court that David Hicks should
receive a British passport. Government officials have announced that it will now
seek action in the highest court of appeal, the House of Lords. Hicks, an Australian
.Muslim convert, reportedly s-eeks t9 "change his nationality to improve his hopes
of being freed." He was arrested in December 2001 while "allegedly fighting with
the ousted Taliban regime" and has beel) held at Guantanamo Bay sjrtce 2002. The
British Home Office previously rejected Hicks citizen application "on'grounds of
" character." Lord .Justice ¥alcolm Pill dismissed the goverru::hent's decision that
claimed "Hick's actions in Afghanistan constituted disloyalty or disaffection to
Britain." For more information visit www.msnbc.com.
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I Sport Bytes
Compiled by Alicia Winslett
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Women's Golf
April 10 and 11, the women's golf team
competed in the Sunshine State Conference
in Tampa, Fla. They played at Lake Jovita
Country Club, and St. Leo University
hosted the tournament. The Sharks came
in fifth place overall, shooting (322-332329). Top-ranked Rollins College won its
fourth consecutive SSC title with a teain
total of 922 (303-305-314). Lina Bjorklund,
who finished eighth overall, led the Sharks!
shooting a three-round-total of 237 (76-79-,~
82). Jenni Mostrom tied for 14,h with a (otal ~
of243.

Rowing
l

!
I

I
1

I\.

On April 8, the women's rowing team
competed in the Florida Intercollegiate
Rowing Association's Spring Championship
Regatta on Friday and Saturday afternoon
at the Krome Avenue Quarry in Miami, Fla.
The Sharks gathered 50.5 points to finish
right behind Division I University of Central
Florida and ahead of the University of Miami.
NSU's Lightweight 4+ won their event more
than a minute ahead of the University of
Tampa. The Novice 4+ also won their event
with a time of 8:53.6. The Sharks then
defeated 10 other crews throughout the day
on the road to their victory.

!

I,

Men's Golf

On April 10 and 11, the men's golf team
competed in the Sunshine State Conference
Championships hosted by Eckerd College.
The men's team finished eighth with a total ~f
I 931 (305-314-312) in the 54-hole event on
LakeJovitaCountryCluDwithapar~72, 7,202
I
yardage. Lynn University won the conference
I title for the second time in three years. They
II finished · 17 strokes ahead of second place
Rollins College with a team total of890. The
, Sharks were led by senior Michael Wangsness
! and freshman Constantin Schwierz, who
finished tied for 20,h individually,-

!
I

·
I

Softball
On April 11, the NSU softball team
competed against Florida Gulf Coast. The
Sharks dropped both games to Florida Gulf
Coast University. The Eagles won the first
game 2-1. In the second game, the Eagles
were down by one for most of the game, but
in the sixth inning, the Eagles had a two-run
home run which gave them the win 2-1. The
Sharks' pitcher Adrian Tuttle pitched a nohitter through five innings.

Baseball
On April 10, the NSU baseball team took on
Palm Beach Atlantic University. The Sharks
were edged 2-1 on the road by Palm Beach·
in a non-conference game at Palm Beach
Community College. · Shark first baseman
Chris Reynolds now has a hitting streak of22
games. He went 2-for-5 on the night. Third
baseman Cory Clark was the only other Shark
to have a multiple hit game. He went 2-for-

4.

Women's Rowing Team Competes
at FIRA Spring Championships
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor

On April 8, the women's
rowing team posted a strong
second place team finish in ·,
me
Florida . Intercollegiate
:=Rowing .Association's Spi-rng
' Championships. The regatta took
place at the From Avenue Quarry
. in Miami, Fla. NSU scored 50.5
points,. which put them right
. behind Division I University
'. 'OLCentral Florida and ahead of
Uriiversity of Miami.
.
_
1h~ Sharks Lightweight 4+
had the first win for the team
as they . beat Sunshine State
Conference rival University of
Tampa with a time of 10:17.5.
They finished more than a minute
ahead of Tampa.
NSU's Novice 4+ also won
their event, finishing with a time
of 8:53.6. The Sharks beat 10
other crew teams during the day
en route to their victory including
UCF, and Jacksonville University,
and SSC rivals Barry University,
the University of Tampa, and
Rollins College.
"It felt amazing to win the
Lightweight 4 event," said Taylor
Liput. "It was great to see how we
stand against another team. The
chemistry in our boat is unreal; I

From left to right: Taylor Liput, Christy Fritch, Jennifer Moos,
and Danielle Garcia with determinacy in their faces during a race.
Photo courtesy Gary Curreri
can't wait to see what we can·do
in Tennessee."
The Sharks Varsity 8+
finished in third place for the day
behind UCF and the University
of Miami with a time of 8:08.0.
They were ahead of Florida
Tech, Barry University, and DI
Jacksonville University.
The Junior Varsity 4+ "An
boat finished in second place
behind UCF with a time of
9':36.5 to beat Florida Tech and
Barry University. The Sharks
Junior Varsity 4+ "B" crew
finished in fifth place in the
race.
The Varsity 4+ boat ran

into some troubles, which put
them in fifth place in their race.
The Sharks 4+ "B" boat
finished in second place behind
UCF with a time of9:36.5, and
the Varsity 4+ ''A'' boat finished
in fifth place.
Coach Gartin was please
with his team's performance.
He said, "It was an amazing job
done in horrendous conditions.
They could have very easily had
bad races but didn't, it was good
to see how much their focus grew
in relation to the challenges that
they had."

Monica He.nderson By Tranell Mesa
StaffWriter

/

~14-

r - - .

Coming from just about
4 hours north in Orlando,
Florida, 19-year old sophomore
Monica Henderson, has graced
Nova Southeastern University
with her athletic ability in
assisting the women's rowing
team to ' achieve astounding
heights in both their 2005 and
2006 seasons.
Henderson,
a
crew
member of the talented Varsity
8A Boat, previously attended
neighboring University High
School, where she received
numerous awards s~ch as Best
All-Around Athlete in both
2001-02 and 2003-04, second
team All-County (soccer),
andnthe Principal's Scholar
Athlete Award in 2003-04. She
participated in the regional
competition for the track
team all four years, and was
voted in as the Student Body
Government President in her

senior year.
"I chose to come to NSU
because of the strong athletic
training program and so I could
get involved with rowing. Plus I
love the area, next to the beach!"
stated Henderson.
Monica
.---- is a student in
NSU's athletic training program,
where she assists head trainer
Tricia DeSouza throughout the
me.n's basketball season. When
asked what she hopes to get out
of her time at Nova, Monica
answered: "A great educatlon,
amaiing friends, 5am practices,
NCAA championships, clinical
hours and everything else that
makes up my life here is what
I hope will teach me to succeed
in the world once I graduate."
Monica stands tall and
proud at 5 feet 10 inches, but
she brings more to the table for
her team that just her impressive
lean build.

•

~-----,

She stated, "Chemistry is
a huge part of rowing, we have
two practices a day so we spend
a lot of time with each other.
It's important that we get along,
and I love to make them smile! I
think my teammates can count
on me, they know that I'm
pushing myself as hard as they
are pushing. I am persistent and

Please See MONICA
Page 5
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MONICA

Major League Baseball
Shaping up fotExciting Season

continued from page 4

"Chemistry is ... rowing, we have
[to spend] two practices a day ...
with each other."
I'm always finding new ways to
make myself a better rowing to help
the team."
There is more to Monica than
just rowing. She has a summer
job as a camp counselor for the
Florida" Citrus Sports Foundation,
is the Athletic Training Student

ByTraaelM.St4/l'Writet

The 2006 Major lea§ue
Baseba1l seas.on is Just around
the corner, and with the massive
talent displayed by athletes such
as Barry :Bonds with the San
Francisco GiantS and Chipper
Jones with the 'A~ Braves,
Amer~ is boond:ro see sO'tne
ootstand.ingbaseball this year!
Albert PUJ;0!s, S'!L, is.
kicking the seasOf1 .off with a
big bang.of the bat, hitting .500
with 3HR and 6RBIs. Derrek
Lee. CBC, IS biting at Pujo&s's
heals with 2HR and 51mb of

Organization's Treasurer as- well as maintaining a boyfriend of 3 years.
"Once I graduate from NSU J
want to work for a high school as
a certified athletic trainer," stated
Monica.
-M01)'i,ca looks to her mother as
an influential role model.
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IWiull'll'suong in ~ atru

the ChiGllo White Sox trailing
ill the 5 spot.

l'htl ,Atlanta . Braves are

season; they and the Na~al
League's Milwaukee &ewetS
are the only two teams left
undefeated in. the season thus
far.
1h.e rnuda«hated New
York Yankees are destined to be
successful despice their rocky
start. Super stats like pitcher

' Lo,atloo

Olllllll19nt ,

iaJJ;K.ee5

,. " benoit looks ~ttiis ~, with:'~ .~

BMeilal. Da~

V __ '-

b1s:owa..

,U?,cl,tion

Otmafilfilt

u

Randy J~n, short stop Derek
Jeter and the addition of ceDiter
fielder JohMy Damon are sure t.o
tontribq..te to this team)s inevocable
triumph for the s~.
Although "it's early to say
mud1~ ttCCQ1Iding .roFox Sports)
the C.oP five rankings: thus far in
the season are as foll.ows: Bost6Jn
Red Sox . Jlt #}, fQlowed by the
Oakland Athletics at 12, ~t
Louis Cardinals in ,3Hl, New York:

Horrre

MeLb6uil'll'€, FL
Melbo'ur{le, FL

staff, hut their often$c has stepped
it up and put: up strong numbers
in the homerun column. 1be
team already has 10 homers.
When are you favorite
teams paying next? Check out

foxsporrs.rom and track your
faVQrite pby.ers!

Melbourne, FL

Men's Golf
1 Lynn University

289

309

2 Rollins College

300

306

3 Florida Southern Col

295

4 Eckerd College

292

890

+26

301

907

+43

Women's Tenn.is

314

304

913

+49

sse STANDINGS

303

307

304

914

+50

5 Barry University

299

311

309

919

+55

6 Florida Inst of Tech

299

313

309

921

+57

7 St. Leo University

305

308

313

926

8 Nova Southeastern U.

305

314

312

9 Tampa, U. 0f

318 '

309

333

.,

-

303
325
321
309
322
331
358

305
315
316
328
332
333
356

314
321
328
329
329
340
370

OVERALL

sse

N/A

1

3

N/A

4

4

4:

9

WGoif

Lynn

8

0

16

1

W Tennis.

4:

+62

Barry

7

1

14

3

Baseball

6

931

+67

Eckerd

6

2

17

3

M. Golf

960

+96

Nova Southeastern

5

3

15

5

Softball

Rollins

3

4

10

10

M. Basketball

Florida Southern

2

4

9

8

W Basketball

Tampa

1

6

6

11

M. Soccer

Florida Tech

1

6

3

15

Saint Leo

0

7

5

13

W Soccer
W Cross
Countr
M. Cross
Country
Volleyball

922
961

+58
+97
+101
+102

965
966
983
1004
1084

I
!

--

+119
+140
+220

6 RV
N/A NR 38
-6 NR NR
2
8 NR
4 NR NR
7 NR NR
5 NR NR
N/AI NRI NR
INIAl NRI NRl l

I 9 INRI NR

Softltall
'sse STANDINGS
OVERALL

OVERALL

sse

L

PCT

W

L

T

PCT

Tampa

11

1

.917

31

5

0

.861

Saint Leo

8

4

.667

28

12

0

Florida Southern

7

5

.583

26

15

Lynn

8

7

.533

26

Barry

6

6

.500

Nova Southeastern

6

6

Florida Tech

6

Rollins

_-.-,.,;.....-

W Rowing

L

W

...

SSC REG NAT

W

SSC

_.-.

T~am

L

Baseltall
sse STANDINGS

Eckerd

RANK

w

Women's Golf
1 Rollins College
2 Lynn University
3 Barry University
4 Florida Southern
5 Nova Southeastern U.
6 Florida Inst of Tech
7 St. Leo University

SPORT

W

L

peT

w

L

T

PCT

Florida Southern

13

2

.867

38

3

0

.927

.700

Barry

12

3

.800

28

7

0

.800

0

.634

Saint Leo

11

4

.733

30

14

0

.682

13

0

.667

Florida Tech

12

6,

,667

28

11

0

.718

27

13

1

.671

Rollins

9

9

.500

36

13

0

.735

" .500

23

14

0

.622

N'ova Southeastern,

4

11

.267

18

21

0

.462

9

.400

21

18

0

.538

Irampa

5

10

.333

18

23

0

.439

5

10

.333

21

17

0

.553

Lynn

4

14

.222

20

20

0

.500

3

12

.200

10

26

0

.273

Eckerd

2

13

.133

13

32

0

.289

-

.-
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SIFE's M~rketing Competition
Winner Announced

Take a Bite
Out of This.

By Michael Bergbauer
StaffWriter

Current EveAts ca
April 18
Essay Workshop
12 - 1 p.m. Parker 100
Sponsored by Academic Services

<

April 19
Intramural Basketball
Championships
7 p.m. University School Gym
Sponsored by Campus Recreation

April 20
Quad Thursdays
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Library Quad
Student Activities
Leadership Recognition .
Reception
5 - 6:30 p.m. Library 4009
Sponsored by Student Activities

Faculty Lecture Series:
Ancient Greece
12 - 1 p.m. Parker 241
Sponsored by Farquhar College

April 21
HPD Student Government Party
8 p.m. - 12 a.m. John U. Lloyd
Park
Earth Day Celebration
12 p.m. Law Center Lawn
Sponsored by Environmental
Law Society

April 22
Walk for N.A.A.R.
8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

CompfileJ~m :the Smttl:ent Afftlirs
calt!ndM & NSU S1/ark Bytes.

On March 31, Snldents
in Free Enterprise announced
jhe winn~r of their marketing
. :"competition with D-2 Class
Pr~sident Christopher Drennen
and the Dental School's class of
2008 taking the $1500 prize .
. The
object
of
the
~ ~ini,peti~iori ~as for students
to~ -w9r.k together with a cluh
'. or organization to create . ;;
product idea and business
proposal (the Lance Armstrong
Bracelet for example) to benefit
the Broward Society for the
Homeless ..
These marketing plans
were to be comprised of four
sections: situation analysis,
objectives, market summary
and
marketing
strategy.
Mter submission, the plans
were judged on the criteria
of relevance to the market,
practicality, credibility, structure

researching the homeless, I
realized that there is a big
dilemma that our society
is facing today - the lack
of dental resources for the
homeless and the - lack of
funding for such resources."
"I am honored to have
won this competition and
I hope that the "Bring Back
a Smile" program can help
these . individuals gain access
to dental care and really bring
back a smile to their faces,"
said Drennen.
SIFE is a student '
organization whose mlSSlOn
is to provide students the
opportunity of applying
knowledge
outside
the .
classroom in order to make a .
difference in their community
but also to improve their
communications; leadership,
and teamwork skills. For
more information, visit www.
sife.org.

ansi impact. Prizes of $1500, ,
$1000, $500 were to hav~ been
awarded to first, second, and
tliird place respectively, but
Drennen's waSo.th~~9nly entry.
Funding for-the prize money
came from an anonymous
donor. "Money is to be donated
by the donor to the Broward
Society for the Homeless,"
said Alexander Casco, VP of
Communications for SIFE.
"After the competition, the
proposals are kept for potential
projects down the road, but
if the proposals are to be
utilized, those projects will be
geared towards helping that
organization."
Drennen said he developed
the winning "Bring Back a
Smile" program to supply the
homeless with amenities like
toothbrushes and floss and
to bring additional funding
into the Broward Society
for the Homeless. "Upon

Undergraduate Commencement
Speaker Stirs Controversy
By Michael Bergbauer
StaffWriter

'

On May 7 at the Bank
Atlantic
Center,
world
renowned
author Salman
Rushdie will be the keynote
speakeratNSU's Undergraduate
Commencement, where he
will also be awarded with an
. honorary doctorate of humane
letters.
"Rushdie will be our
capstone for our theme of
'good and evil' this year," said
Don 'Rosenblum, Dean of
Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences. "Many of his works
deal with the theme and to get
someone of this distinct caliber
is a real treat."
The "good and evil" theme
has been addressed throughout
the year with classroom
activities,
distinguished

speakers and now concludes at
Commencement. As a speaker,
Rushdie was also selected
on the basis of his advocacy
of free expression - a subject
important to this university,
said Rosenblum.
Although the author of
many books and recipient of
several literary awards, Rushdie
'is best known for the controversy
caused byjlis book The Satanic
Verses, which negatively depicts
Islamic religion. As a result, a
fatwa death sentence was placed
on him by Ayatollab. Ruhollah
Khomeini in 1989, causing
Rushdie to go in'to hiding. In
1998 the Iranian government
publicly declared that it would
not carry out the death sentence
against Rushdie. Since then
Rushdie, has resumed public

life.

I

Despite this, some
students are concerned about
having Rushdie as keynote
speaker. "Some students in
lMAN who are graduating,
as well as our faculty advisor,
do have concerns about
safety," said IMAN president
Sadia Dandia.
"[NSU]
is
always
concerned about safety,"
said Rosenblum, recounting
security at previous speeches
at NSU by Presidential Envoy
to Iraq Paul Bremer and the
Dali Lama. "Risk assessment
has been prepared and we
have been in consultation
with Rushdie's team. Nobody
should feel threatened."

For more information regardin,g Undergraduate Commencement, visit

http://undergrad.nova.edu/ commencement.
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FLYAWAY
continued from page 1

it hurts to drive through the empty
silent streets knowing ... "
n •••

U'n dergraduate Student
SY01posiu'm Winners ,
By-Michael Bergbauer
StaffWriter

At the end of the event, the most
member of PAD who went on the Ward is like a ghost town." Rather
exceptional proj ects were recognized
than just giving the city money,
trip.
"On April 7 the Undergraduate
at an award ceremony. Winners are
Despite their efforts, volunteers she thinks that people need to take ' Studellt
Symposium
went
invited to attend a luncheon on
realize that much more work needs action. Th1,lS, Callwood said that
underway, _ featuring
various
April 25 where the symposium's
to be done in the area. "Of course, she plans on returning to the r~gion
research projects from students of - "Best in Show" will be announced.
it was only one house we fixed and ' this summer and hopes that others
NSU's undergraduate program.
This year's winners are:
there are thousands of others," said will get involved.
Pardo.
TimothY_Dixon, 'PAD faculty
Oral Performance: .
He expressed frustration that advisor anci."NSU professor said that
1st place: Marissa Dass
many, months after Hurricane the trip was "a' wonderful thing for
Creative Writing:
to do"
and praised Callwood
Katrina, are still awaiting help from them
.
.
1st place: Louis D'Lando
. 2nd place: Lisa Marie Di~tefano
. the federal government.
for her effort .. Building on the work
"Imagine the whole town of PAl) d:!9 this' year 'ip New Orleans, .
Humanities Research:
Davie shut down. Houses were he suggeiiefl .t~~i.t-the fraternity aid
st
1 place: Greg Kyriakakes
2 nd place: Deborah Greenbaum
gone," explained Pardo. "Some those locally i~ the event of storm
people were still staying in those damage in the .coming hurricane
Science Research:
houses because FEMA doesn't have season.
pt place: Maria Farrell
2 nd place: Deirdre Foisy
According to a press release,
anywhere to put them."
, Gaviria
expressed
similar the FlyAway program usually
Poster Presentations:
concerns. She believes that the provides a "fun weekend trip" to
pt place: Viviana Sumi Lee/Shweta' Shah/Rafia Chodhry:
media "does not show the true fraternity members. But this yeai,
Adhesion of Transferrin to FDA Group II Contact Lenses
devastation" and thinks that more on the recommendation of Stephen
involvement in the recovery effort J. Sawa,"President of the New York
2nd place: Kamaljit Kaur /Farheen Parvez:
is required. "It has been more than City Alumni Chapter, and PAD
Induction of Apoptosis by Resveratrol. ..
six months and there has barely leaders, the decision to volunteer in
been anyone there to ' help dean New Orleans was made. Over 40
3rd place: Lauren Stephens/Melissa Dieppa:
up."
volunteers nationwide traveled to
Erickson's Model of Psychosocial Development ...
Callwood
agreed.
"The New Orleans, seven of which came
devastation is much worse than from NSU.
3 rd place: Leda Castrillo:
p~:)[trayed on TV. The Lower Ninth
Polygamy - IS Having Multiple Spouses Inappropriate?

-,
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Reduced Fare College Bus Pass
Broward County Transit (BCT) has, a 31-Day Reduced Fare
CoUegeBus Pass for only $16.00*. THAT'S HALF THE COST
OFTHE REGULAR 31 ..DAY BUS PASS-A 500/0 SAVINGS I
THE REDUCED FA.RE C,OtLEGeaUS PASS;

I
I
I
I
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•
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I
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I

Pilot~_
. '-vgram
e~tendedto
Oecsmber 31
2006
'

.. can be· used tor 31 cons.ecutive days
• Is a magnetic swipe card fQr ea'Sy U:St3
can be used to get to school, iibrarf:es.tile ooach,. mali.ls, movies, and rnore
THE COl.LEGE BUS PASS 15 FOR.:
.. Students attendlng Brow8rd Community College (BOC), Florida AtiantI:c University (FAll), Florida
Intematioiflal Univ~rsity (FlU) and Nova $outheastem University (NSU) ONLY
.. and requires current student ide:ntiflcation card ,at time of pU:fchase
Ii

SOLD,ATTHE FOLLOWING BROWARD COUNTY LliB RARY LOCATION,S:
" t..\laln U bra!l"y
100 S. AfldreMI$ .A.vem.,l(!i, FtLal)denia l ~
efi~d, I COOOf1tit Cre~

• North Regional Librar)'

1100 Cooonut Cr$$'}J,

.. SQuth Regtortal Library
" Southw@st Rr:gionail library
• Alv~1'i Sherma:f'i UJ)t('H'), {NStr)

7300 PinesStvd ;, PembmK:e Pine.s
16835 Sheridan Str~~t, Po moroke Pin€ls
31 00 Ray F~ rfefo Jr" afvd"Fll,au:<!erd~le
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Call BrowaTd county fraMit Ctitklmcr HNic:o at ~l54·35".$4QO, Of·go to wwwJlfOwam,otglbctand CilK;k 00 '>Cdl\lg* Sus Pan",
'Ri!<ki¢e(Ji !'i1ft

CQH~!J&- 5 li$

hS$ pil6t ~31ifi: !.!oMs ilet!.!oMbm' 3,1, 20(16

"How did you spend thJs holiday weekend?-"

Jene€e Wallace

_.-Hristian Quintand

Nassau, Bahamas
Psychology

: Miami, FL
Orthodontist
Junior

"Chill in the dorms with my
boyfriend, oh ... and praising God of
course."

Adriana Gutierl:e1
Miami, FL _
Biology, Pre-Metl
Sophomore

"F-t~-day [went] t-o see my dose froiends,

.sa:~:fi~y- barrd l'ra~tice with my band,

Kevin Jolinson
Brooklyn, NY
Sport and Re"C:t:e"afron Management
Junior

"Easter egg hunting. and toak pkture:s
with the Basten bunny."

"Speild time with family:"

lwe:l1tfr&s-ee.an indus-uial metal show at
the Culture Roo.:~, Sunday-with famil:f."

Vivian Martin Del Camp'o

Tiffany .Bacon

Mike Sims
ilustou, TX

San Bematdino, California
Legal Studies
Sophomore

"-With my grandmother. I [went] to
church with her and am a nice Easter
dinner."

Marine Biology

Huston, TX
Psyc;holl}gy

Legal Studies

SQ;Fhomor€

SQphomore

Palm Beach Gardens, FL

"I [spent] Easter wiuh my friend

"An Island adve:nt-ure and working
on my karaite skills."

Ke'Vim and his family."

Fteshman

"I

~s:pe:Iit] it at the beach with my

fraternity brothers."

Get Paid: Bllsiness Career Series

Sports Management
April 18, 2006
\Vhen: 4:30 p.1U. to 5:30 p.t11.
Vherc: I)eSantis Building ROOlll 1047
H..SVP: 954.262.5026 or
specialt-'ventsGi>hui:enga.nova.t:-.du
Pres(-'nted hy: l)r. P<,-'h_'r tinl<.'y, Ph.t).
[)r. J<,'ffery Fountain,

Ph.t).

TIll' 1 Iui:l'l1ga S,+tuol invite:, you tl) join u:, eadl rn,)ntil a~ \\"c hc'-ll.Hine '-1 diftt'.rt_'lH
hll:,inc:-:,:-:, rd~\t1.'1.11.'ilrC'cr. ('fet tlw GA~tE ['LAN :'1.) ~\)ll ,';::\I1 bi.' on the OFFENSE \\"hclI_ \\..JU
~\)llr Cl.rL'I.'r in ~PORT~ 11ANA.G~'1ENT _ Futun.' ~li·c:,enUlt kln~ \Yilt t(ll.'lI:' on
i\'-..:I.HlUtil1g <1111.1

l"inmh'(" I I UIllLU 1 l\.(':'ollrcc ,\;h\[U~l\m('nt. l'ublk Adrnini:'tr(_ l.lil.~n.
Ent n. '[lrt'tll'lIr:,hip. ,1!ld Illtl'rnalil.)nal Bu:,Lnt':'::'.

H.WayneHuizengaSchool
of Business and En trepreneurship

:,tart

Arts & Entertainment
Baseball With Napoleon,
Joe Dirt, and the Gigolo
1

-

_'

By Paul Saneaux
StajfWriter

Br Maritles A'41v:m:&
A'&E Editftr

.

. She Fixed it WOrse

Rating: $3.00
What can you say about a 90minute movie that tries to push out
its comedy in three scenes involving
vomit, several containing flatulence
or potty humor, a few featuring
homophobic
references,
and
many based on childish slapstick?
Not much that hasn't been said
before. What if you were to throw
in a ridiculous plot of three older
rejects playing baseball against
various little league teams to win
a bet for a stadium and prove that
nerds aren't completely useless in
sports? It's hard to pinpoint where
The Benchwarmers went wrong,
but only because it did in so many
places. The movie is not entirely
useless, however.
I was confused or torn, rather,
as to what tq. think of this film
by the time the credits rolled; I
laughed plenty, even painfully at
times, but the movie was so terrible.
It definitely was not an intelligent
movie. It is what would be expected
of a mixture between Spade and

Richie (David Spade), Clark (Jon Heder), and Gus (Rob Schneider)
celebrate their big game victory... over ll-year-olds.

Schneider
movies,
producing
by Adam Sandler, and Heder's
Napoleon Dynamite: a whole lot of
cheap laughs.
Simply put, The Benchwarmers
will mainly have two effects: fans
of named influences will enjoy it
and see it for what it is, mindless
entertainment, and enemies will
despise for the same reason. Some,

like me, will be trapped in the
middle, only temporarily turning
off that part of our brains that
seeks clever comedies to laugh at
something stupid for a change.
. The starring actors all
have

consistent

reputations

Please See BENCH
Page 10

Timesplitters: Future Perfect
If you find yourself bored
or disappointed Wlth new or
upcoming releases, it may be time
for you take a step back and play
a few oldies. "Playing in the Past" will reminisce on some of the
games of yore, covering titles that
may have passed you by and are
usually worth a look.
I'm sure that most readers
have heard of the Timesplitters
series. Created by developers who
worked on GoldenEye 007, the
series' main claim to fame is its
emphasis on sometimes staggering
variety and fast paced action. This
third installment in the series stays
true to these aspects to make a solid
game, despite a few shortcomings.
Story
has
never
been
Timesplitters' strong suit, but
Future Perfect makes a good effort
with a compelling and fun r'iy tale
with memorable characters. The
year is 2401. l You playas Sgt.
Cortez, who, after collecting the
time crystals in the previous game,
must use them to travel through
various points in time to try and
stop mankind's losing battle with

There was a lU't of tabloid fodder about
wJia,t Gvvyneth Paltrow would .name her k1Ci
I wrote about it being Mortimer, I was wrong,
. but I don't feel too ashamed because Shl:
"fixed:" it by ni:l'l'lJing her child Mose~ Martin.
Moses and ApJ:ille. A;ppleand Moses. MOSfSS Is
not a bad flam~, per se. It's· tik€ namiAg yO'nr
eru;lrl Jesus or N'tllbacucinezzar. ft eould ail be
prophe-tic, ana Moses could gr€>w up and lead
Gwyneth out of the land of Stttpidity into a
des(t;JI,t where she wrtl wande.r Wilt-nOUt making a
movie or naming a child fOT 4,@years. Sounds
g€>oo to me. And remember, Moses, thou shalt
honor thy mother and father even if they name
you Moses. Oh and, thou shalt not murdeJ:
said mother and father. Yes,
thou shalt not
c~vetthy neighoois normal naml:, likeAndtdlV
or Michael. Amen,

ana,

Sf:

Michael Bergbauer
StajfWriter

PAGE 9

creatures
called Timesplitters. Oftentimes you must interact with
your future (or past) self to be
successful. Sometimes your future
self will pass you a key, or you must
provide cover fire for your past self
so eventually, he gets to become
you. These plays on time paradox
are pretty funny and add to the
story and other humor throughout
the game. Story mode features a
solid co-op mode as well.
However, it doesn't last, as you
will probably be able to beat the
story mode in around six hours on
medium difficulty. Additionally,
it feels stripped down at times as
most of the levels follow straightforward, basic designs.
.
Despite a flawed story mode,

Future Perfect still offers a plethoraof other things to do. There's a
Challenge mode, in which you
must complete tasks, like monkey
curling or racing robotic cats (yes,
you read right), to earn medals
and unlock other game features.
Arcade League is similar, but the
tasks are more like multi-player
with objectives like scoring more
points than the other team and
such.

lib",-: Every M'lInls Revenge
Nico1etteSheridan's ex, Ni'ldas Soderbtl!JliR,
is taking his enmtty £0 the world wide web by
puui;ng her engagement ring on Ebay. The ring
scatted with a $2{),£)OO bid. Acoonling to People
Maia'Zine, Sode·liTlom said, '<Why do I wan;t, t{)
keep it? I don't need that thtng... lt's a nice way
to finish off something nasty with something
nasty." Holy cow, can we say "sptteful?" But
seril),usiy, how jealous can this guy be? Nicolette
is now dating :Michael Bolton. Man, if ye)lj'te
$oderblow, you shouldn't have to even try till
har4 because karma is definitely- on your side.
Michael. Stinki~. Bolton. The man spent the
better part 0f his life with a frizzy mullet. Thars
aU I have to say.
~e

You Dr-opped On lOur Head As a Kid?
Well, aCHlaRy I was; My name is Sean

Developer Free Radical delivers
a shooter with a classicfeel.

The majority of unlockable
content from the aforementioned
modes goes towards multiplayer
mode - Future Perfects strongest
suit. There are a whopping 150
characters to choose from in
multiplayer. In' accordance with
Timesplitters
humor,
some
notable characters are a ninja
monkey, a giant sock puppet and
a gingerbread man. All characters
have their own stats like speed
and stamina, but you can turn
these off for evenly matched
fights. Likewise, all aspeqs of

Please See TIME
Page 11

Preston Spears. The Department of Children
and Family Services visited Mrs. Spears after
an official complaint was filed regarding the
fractured skull of one Sean Pres.ton. 1 can
itI}agine Britney saying (note: the following
is trot a real quote and must be read with a
fake southern accent. That's the only way it
works), "I dunn:o what happeMd. The nanny
was feeding him in his high chair and he kinda
- plop- fell over or something. I thought, well,
that's okay. Momma said that happened to me
a few times, and I'm rich-and can dance. But
then, a few days later Sean was aU teary and he
wanted to sleep all the time. The doctor said
his skull was f:rae. .. franc ... fruc ... broken."
Someone save trus kid before Britney eats
h-i.:m. Qr K-Fed featmes him on the album. The
horror, tohe horror.

I Poop in Gold
Apparently Oprah was giving a speech in
Baltimore fOT some fundraismg event for some
school, and decided she would. t-alk about how
rkh she is and now no poor M.{-8on can make
her feel bad about it. "I was coming back from
AfiJca on ons: of my trips. I hau taken one of my wealthy fDiends with me. 'She said, 'Don't
yQIl1 just fed guity?' I said, 'No, I don't. I do
llt;Jt lmow how me being destinne is going to
help them." That's right Oprah. Rub it in poor
pe~pte's faces. God, made me insanely rich so 1
ca41 visit Africa ORGe a year and give speeches
ab:ottt my Mano10 Blahniks an~ my toiiet made
of solld goM. Yet>-. Life is f.ait.
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Play Review

Night of the Assassins
By Tranell Mesa

$llentlltlt
Stal'J.f'tq:, RaAa 'M\i,tdle~l" SeJm Ji3:e®lll, ,Lacuxie H@:bilen
ll~ot:: CJhr'rstQP~e GallS
QenceJ :Ht>l'fQl'

Ml'U D.:a'tin~ It
A woman Il'tuned: tt0se. tlegperat{.!t0ilInd her oiiiclShal'tm, findslreT5&lf
tra:"ecl.in an,afternat<ldtmenslQu as sIae.searenes ~1' her d'Q;t1g~lle, in 'Q. world.
of .cay itlh«Jruxeclby: st;lfa:n'ge I!lein~. Ov~n~e Jliri!),tests. ,o!.h:er..ausl;)ancl" she.
'flees with hrer dl;ileL, lirea.1l;g fCft an alaanaon:ed..t;{)i¥ll t~ wl;dcl1 :dae dIl;ilk!
,seC1!ns ai.'a'VVn. Sharon cli$l:li"p~i11'$ in. tn<e"'fI~~ l l1'141 'l ose f• • wMt sie
t;!n'fi'ks is her d~'U:~t;er's s,tl:}\t.0<ttette J1JUlO .at Seems lik* an· altttmalte t_i~
:i'~ ~Ql>n clear tlwis l'i~ is., lll>t; ll~e :lllifrwl,.ere $lie"sever bt¢lil.
Atntf1!lpatl 1Heams

,

. D·. ,e.:nnlS
.··' 1'\,
. ' J, 1YJi'W<,"""'f,
l\ .K~,_,.J~,- "'A"
' .
.o tamng; nlll@'l' G
. iFan't"
'<.ua1t1f,
-,t'VIClOJ!t}
-•
Diredt..., Pam 'Be&liz
'
- - .~. .
Gente! Cometir
MPAAlla. . P(;-13
Ota. t'he.m..tYl1I11tljl: of .bis te:..elect-i-.1£t,. • Pr1\lsiclettt tieddes to read, &ltc'
n;qvspa,et;fc¥r t~e jl'S{ time in. four years. 1'his Si<lt1!'S ni'll} d-00WU:a slip,~ry,
slope. He b~I!lS tea.din.:g Q;bs.llVeiY, fuol!i11:g up iill' .b:is tredt000,m. His Cltief
ofStaIlf puslres him, back mt;p
s~~lbo"lting laim as a ~u'¢st j;tl$$:0 on
the we~Wy talent!, slito:\V Am:eriean Dl:'~mz, fi()'sreclbr seJf,",10at~1lI Martin:
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in the movie industry w.hlch does
nOT lead to much. varietY in TlJe
BenciJwarmers. David Spacie, plaring
the sarcastic mDrDn, :R.ich:ie, pretty
much plays himsetf. ThDUgh: Ric.b:ie
delivers a good shal'e of amusing lines
at dmes, they are not much different
from Spade's characters in Dickie
Robepts, Tommy Boy, or Black Sheep.
If you have seen his other movies you
have essentially seen. ruehle.
An:d of course, JDn Heder plays
a spin-off of the infamous NapDleon.
Dynamite, yet his character, Clark, i,s
(if you can. believe it) more awkward
and idiotic. In several scenes he picks
,.his nose and in most scenes he .bas
very unoriginal dialogue. What the
writers hasica:Ily did with Clark is
transplant lines (the usual "Sweet!"
"A
L
h''IS fi•. rst mOVIe.
.
orweso,
m 'e.I''') from
c

<

a1llei l\rer !BSlStlalilt 11ie:1!e~tj.ve. ~cte M~t1t$i. m*t!' n..;tlltd!}e a. -sedes of

~""._,t.

a grand murder. To add a unique
. twist, each actor used simple props
- The curtain rose once more for throughout the play to portray a
Nova Southeastern University's theatre variety of characters with different
__ program on the weekend of April 7 personalities.
with the performance of The Night of
"I was a bit confused all through
the Assassins. Audience members filed the play; I didn't know who was
into the Mailman Auditorium to see who and wasn't quite sure what was
the show, which was originally created going on, bu~ the actors presented
inl964 by Cuban playwright Jose themselves with so much energy it
Triana.
kept me interested," said freshman
The Night of the Assassins has an Katie Pepper, who watched the second
unusual storyline. It is ba~ed on and
Please See NIGHT
follows three main characters, Lalo,
Baba and Guca, who are plotting
Page 11
StaffWriter

Ap:rill'1

S:Oleif: Deli:tltun at tltre&n1kAdatitic Ct"l1iter in StJtmFtse

Mflflie synOpsis andPBotos C'aU1"te&y ofWU)ttt mU1ti{{s.yaPJfi(M{J/in
lJo:ow synol'SWs eo.ftrteSj, ufU{litJUJ. b-ar'i'ta~tf} l'd1:t'/):bti!. cO''ffI,

C.,..II_ B, Marines A_ _

The 'Opening scene wIaen Clark meets
Gus C5c.hneicler) dtlrin.g his pa:per
route .has a dear Napoleon Dynamiteesquefee'l; Clark even sounds like .his
al;ter egD. The prohlem wi,t h Heder,
a problem r:.hat willfoHow him for
a 1o11g time. is th:at .be is knDwn for
• Napoleon Dyn(lmite and it wi'lil be
}nard for Heder ~o stray from t.bar
orig¥n. Even 1fhe decides t(;) take 'On a
differen;t c.haraceer, he will be pulled
hack to wnat 1'01' Gaitture and £Ire
puMic dem,and:s, which .bappens to
be that tall, ge.eky teen with. a faux
apathetic attitude and moon boots.
When offerecl rhe mit! of Gus
....-Matt.hevv:s, Scheider saw it a;s an
. ' 110
. p1'3;1 a "norm al"
Dpportumty
· guy.
Well, Gus is a normal ~uy: he's illot:
e:lQt.raordiin.ary in any sense, except
.his ah$lity tD plq;r base;baJl~ He is
not foolish or awkwal'd like hjs fWD
_ comrades aud does not significantly

Starring: Jon Heder,
David Spade, Rob
Schneider, Jon Lovitz,
Craig Kilborn, Nick
Swardson
Writers: Allen Covert,
Nick Swardson
Director: Dennis Dugan
Rated: PG-13

add to the comeclic barrage. Out of
all the characters, he is the only one
wit? a wife, Liz, who coinddentaHy is
supermodel M(dly Sims. Gus is more
like the neality check or reality relief
to the absurd situations the triD find
themselves in. This "serious" comedic
role would have worked well if the plot
took the same route. For some theater
aficionados, it may · be refreshing to
see Schneider try something new, and
it probably is, but it is not refreshing
in the context of the film. A nDrmal
character does nDt blend well with a
ridiculDus plot.
The "Best Actor in the Worst
Mo.vie" aWal'd wDuld go to Jon Lovitz
in hiis l'0rtliayal of the stereotypical,
eccent:ric bi11icmaire, Mel. More than
t'he other G.baracters, Mel had the
suhcle lines that were truly funny.
Although Lovitz pretty much played
.himself (but without tIat billions 'Of
dollars), he was the most en10yable to
see on screen. That Goul-d be because
.bis face hasn't been publicized as
much as his co-stars over the last
few yeats, It waS dIsappointing t.bat
L0vitz wasn't a;llovv:ed mote .screen
time, hDvv:ever. LDVltz .bas a wa,y of
going ~bDut .his scenes in wltrich he
behaves as though the situation, nD
matter how absurd, is complet,¥ly
normal. That dmmatk tfQn.y is what
hrings the laughter. Sad-Iy, because
Lovin; is not a house-.hold name, his
role is Fimited.
Ilire lRen.chwarmers stretc.hes
its I'<G-13 rating to the limit with its
qtlestionable numor and the plot is
wortnkss, blJ.t surprisil1g1y t.here are
fust enDugh incredihly funny scenes,
just bar~iy enough, tD recommend
it ... witIa caution, olDViously.
_

MOVIE REVIEWS

t!.iIDat;l~mt!irnEJ
$5· S 'EE IT NEXT WEEK.

'r!Jl;lf~lGl t&l1;Jt~lt"
$4· BORED? AFTERNOON MATINEE.

fllinfiirJf:3Ji"2J

$3· No HURRY. RENT IT.

~i;]SEi
$2..ACCIDENTLY CATCH IT ON HBO.

[:.&1
$1· WALMART

DVD BARGAIN BIN,
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computer controlled bots to play with.
Sound effects in Future Perfect ar~ continued from page 10
They are not very good at anything good. All the voice acting is top-notch,
multiplayer are customizable, right bes,ides shooting, although they can flip especially for the lovable main character performance of the production on
down to the weapon selection and and cartwheel to try and get an edge Cortez, which is good, because you Saturday evening.
The play was done extremely
music that plays for the match. There over you. In the end though, you're hear a lot from him. Additionally, all
are also tons of match variants such as better off playing with people. It's this 150 Characters do a short intro when well. All the actors proved to be
Vampire, Thief and Virus, and many kind of impressive variety along with you select them, and their voices are , exceptionally dimensional in their
different maps to play on. If you fast paced action · that keeps Future also done well. Various other sound acting skills through the unique
ever get tired of the maps provided, Perfect fun for hours on end.
effects are alright, except that most of technique of taking on multiple
the game also features a multifaceted
Years overdue, Future Perfect is the explosionS' arid gunfire sound kind roles. The dialogue called for loud
yet simple map-maker so that you the first Timesplitters to feature online of subdued. There is a lot of music in and aggressive shouting, exaggerated
can build your own maps for multi- play. Xbox supports two to 16 players Future Perfect, but it mostly features emotion, and vulgar language;
player, or even adjust them to have online, with scoreboards, _friends' -lists, light te~hno -tunes that _go well with t:1.1erefore, it was a necessity that the
characters maintain professional
story mode style objectives.
voice chat and ~he abllity to download the style of the game.
Also, matches can hold up 16 custom Illade~~,aps from other players;'
Future Perfect is . graphically conduct.
While portraying a courtroom
players, for some party-worthy free- PS2 has- online piay as ~well, but with pleasing, with vibrant colors and a very
for-all action. If you ever find yourself only eight people, while the Gamecube, animated look throughout. Keeping judge in a particular scene, one
short on players, the game features nan:irally, has no online play.
. with a theme of variation, the game actor scrambled up her words. She
keeps things interesting with settings was able to give the audience a mild
from haunted houses to disco dance chuckle and still recover without
getting discouraged or fazing the
floors to futuristic locales.
Lost hours of sleep
When it comes down to it, Future rest of the cast. Although this was an
Perfect is an FPS with a classic feel to error i~ the play, it showed extreme
z
.
- You'll probably play it through class, come morning. (8)
it. That may make it feel dated or ~are professionalism and maturity on the
bones at times, but that's not always actor's part.
ZZ
.
- Great game. Make sure yqu have coffee for the day. (7)
Although I did not quite follow
a bad thing if it's what you're looking
for. Its vast variety of things to do the story line at first, I found it to
ZZZ _ It's pretty good, but you won't lose much sleep. (6)
and addicting multi player should be be a unique experience. The Night
enough to keep you busy for hours on of the Assassins was definitely worth
ZZzz _ An average game, Don't bother with it durio'g finals week. (5)
end. I give Timesplitters: Future Perfect making; it allowed the actors to take
on a di,fterent type of performance.
7 lost hours of sleep out of 8.
ZZZZZ _ Not that great. Those with particular taste may find something here. (4)
Despite the fact that the play was a
Platform(s): Xbox, Playstation 2,
bit complicated for those who are not
ZZZZZZ - O·vera,
11 d'Isappolllung,
.,
but Wit
'h re deemlllg
. qu ai"meso (3)
. Gamecube
familiar with it, it kept the audience
Genre: Sci-Fi, First-Person
on their toes in wonderment. The
ZZZZZZZ
Shooter
- Bad. This has been brought to your attention to save you sleep. (2)
ending was a definite shock, though,
Original Release Date: 3/21/05
and
it helped to link everything
ZZZZZZZZ
Rating: 7/8
-The hour is actually lost from night?Iares about the game. (1)
together.
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Graduating
Together,
Yet
Graduating Alone ..•
.

By Farheen F. Parvez

genuLnely nice and welc~ming.
I felt that this university is ~rre
What do four years mean? that is respectful, peaceful, and
To most senior studel}ts, it m~ans · considerate of anyone who is
graduation. To me, it is a tirp.e to ', or)... its grounds;:cwhether it is .
ceiebrate my four years of ha~d the Dean or ' the jaithor. This
,Work 'and dedication. It isa time university has allowed me . to
, to celebrate my accomplishments learn ~ot only about biology or
with my fellow classmates, whom ,chemistry, bui: about myself. It
I study ,with, whom I atterid encouraged me to explore my
NSU's c;:ampus activities with, talents and my strengths. NSU
' whoQi{taik to everyday, whom I was my motivation to go on with
go to l~l1ch with, etc. Gradmttion - college; it was my motivation to
is a time when my class, the " study hard, to help others, to
class of 2006, looks forward to become a student leader, to be
completing our four years of considerate of everyone around
undergraduate studies here at me, to give more and to receive
less. '
Nova Southeast~rn University.
These past four years made
There is a reason why each
one of my dassmates chose this me realize that "failure" was
particular university over the not a word in NSU's dictionary ,
countless universities and colleges because at NSU, anything
nationwide. I chose NSU because is possible if you work hard,
it is what I was looking for all believe in yourself, and give it
along. Four years ago when I your best shot. Thishas been my
came to NSU for a tour, I did impression of Nova Southeastern
not just look at the curriculum or University. I have countless
count the buildings. I looked at memories of NSU and it is this
my surroundings. The students, particular university, which had
- the faculty, ~ the ' people that the biggest impact in shaping me
work in the cafeteria, the cafes, into the individual I am today. It
the library, the bookstore, and has transformed me from a shy
elsewhere on campus seemed to be little freshman to a brave young
senior. NSU is no longer just a

Contributing Writer

Dear NSU Community,
I happened to get a chance to check out
the King Tut exhibit in Ft. Lauderdale last
weekend. I don't really know what I expected,
but I supposed I expected to be a lot more
impressed than I was.
I guess my main thought was "shouldn't ,
they put all this stuffback into the tombs where
it belongs?" If I had my liver mummified and
put in a special jar, I think I'd be pretty mad
if someone kicked my liver out and made off
with the jar to put it on display. Thtn again,
I have no intention of mummifying any part
of myself, and that's not what this column is
about this week.
What I really wanted to talk about is a
little something called 'advertising.' Yeah,
you're all familiar with it. '
I saw the exhibit with a couple of friends,
and a few rooms before the end, one of them
said ''I'm going to be mad if I don't get to see
the death mask."
I suppose nobody ev~r told her that it's
not allowed to leave Egypt.
When I told her that it wasn't there
(someone else I knew had already been to the
exhibit, and she too was disappointed that the
mask wasn't there), she waS genuinely angry. I
don't really blame her, as neither the mask nor
the sarcophagus were part of the exhibit, but
were used in all of the advertising posters.
Here's where I get to the advertising
part.
I don't care how recognizable an icon
is, (ahem, the mask and sarcophagus), it
shouldn't be used to promote something when
it won't actually be a part of whatever is being
promoted. No, I'm not talking about not
finding a talking cartoon bee in YOut Honey
Nut Cheerios, I'm talking about things that
most people could reasonably expect to see.
While I know that these things are
never going to leave Cairo, and apparently
some other people do too, because we were
talking about it in the office, it's obviously not
common knowledge. So what we essentially
have here is false advertising.
That's what my friend was grumping
about, anyway.
One would think that something like
the museum would know better, or at least
have marketing and PR people to point
these things out for them. I know people
who went to see the exhibit just because of
the sarcophagus or the mask or some other
item that wasn't actually there, and at $25 a
pop minimum (add $7 if you want the audio
tout), I just don't think it was fair for all of the
advertisements to tease people with something
it couldn't offer.
A bit of a trivial rant, I know, but still
.. . shame on you" Museum of Art, Ft.
Lauderdale!
Sincerely,

rlti4Ita lIan'7lO64e

university I chose to attend; it
is a family I chose_to become a
part of.
_Today, while my fellow
bought
classmates
have
their caps and gowns, are
sending out invitations to
their
commencement,
and
are anxio~sly awaiting for the
moment they walk on stage to
receive their diplomas, I am
both happy and sad. I am happy
because they worked hard to get
to where they are today. I am sad
because I will not be sitting with '
.them at our graduation, I will not
be clapping for them when they
get their diplomas, and they will
not see me walk on stage to get
mine. The students and faculty
at NSU have been one big family
for as long as I can remember. '
Even with campus activities
such as picnics, Community
Fest, Hillel's Shabbat dinners,
IMAN's Fast-A-Thon, interfaith
dialogues, ISA's food fests,
movie nights, and every other
event, whether big or small, the
students have been supportive.

Please See ALONE
Page 14

Letter from a Reader
Our Lives in Jeopardy at Graduation?

To all uninformed students,
Graduation is upon us, and
many of you are still completely
unaware of the potential danger we
could face at our commencement. .
Many of you know that we are
having a guest speaker, Salman
Rushdie, at our commencement
ceremony. What many of you
do not know is that he wrote a
book entitled Satanic Versus which
has caused controversy world
wide. This book dismissed many
religious figures, and labeled the
prophet Mohammed<as satanic in
nature.
You may ask, "How does
this jeopardize my safety at our
graduation
ceremony?"
The
reason is very simple my friends.
Salman Rushdie has a $3,000,000
dollar bounty on his head. In
addition to this bounty, a high
ranking religio~s ruler (Ayatollah

Ruhollah Khomeini) of the Islamic safety, and a hindrance of campus
faith ordered all Muslims to seek- unity.
I am calling on all students
out and kill him.
This is something to take and faculty alike to take a stand
into serious consideration. Who on this issue. Please get involved.
is to say-that there is not someone Send letters to our deans, faculty,
who is willing to try and kill him and president. Show them your
while inflicting harm to everyone disproval as I have. Without unity
else at the ceremony? Considering _ on this issue, nothing will be done.
that the University of California I ask all of you to involve your
friends, family, and community
~t ' Berkeley was firebombed for
stocking his book back in the , to make certain that this political
late eighties, this is a very realistic target does not turn us all into one.
situation. Rushdie's Japanese If Osama bin Laden can convince
translator was also stabbed to death people to blow up the twin towers
at the University that he ,taught iri without reward, can't a $3 million
Tokyo, Japan. These are only two bounty convince some wacko to
of the many incidents of violence try to kill him along with everyone
that have taken place because of else at the ceremony?
Long or short, send your
this man.
letters.
Every word makes a
Out deans, faculty, and
difference.
I will be looking into
president have all been enlightened
contacting the media and having
to this situation, but nothing is
being done to change the speaker. a rally against this. If you are
There is a list of over fifty speakers interested in taking a stand, please
to choose from; however, Out contact me: rrodrigu@nova.edu
University decided to choose
Rushdie. This is an incredible Sincerely,
mistake. This is an insult to the Randy Rodriguez- Torres
Muslim students, a jeopardy to our

,..
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Eat Sugar, Grow a Unibrow
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor

Does anyone still watch TLC?
Well, I do. There was a time when
I guess TLC was boring and, you
know, educational, but now-a-days
it's all about makeovers, babies,
weddings, and people who are their
own twins. Because what could be
more educational than a tumor with
teeth that you discover is actually
your twin? Dun, dun, dun...
The latest TLC offerings (that
I found out about because I love
"What Not to Wear" and would
not be at at! offended if someone
nominated me for the show} come in
the form of "Shalom in the Home"
and "Honey, We're Killing the
Kids." I'm not sure what "Shalom"
is and all I can really say is that it
involves a rabbi and peace .. .in the
home. Perceptive, I know.
On the other hand, I caught
"H'oney, "\vr
we ' re K'. I"11'
' mg th"e Kids
'" "
last week at a ridiculous hQur of
the night (the best time to watch
TLC). The basic concept is that a
professional nutritionist, Dr. Lisa,
uses some super-smart computer
technology to show parents what

their chilctren will look like at age- temptation, but hello? They're 7 year
The funniest part? In the
oidsl I can't resist the temptation. The premier episode, the aged photos
habits. Dr. Lisa works with the family
poor kids were probably hungry since made the kids 10Qk just like their
for three weeks, giving,them differe~t
they were throwing up all the tofu father. Ha! Way to let them down
rules to foHow and assignments to
the parents force-fed them' Is tofu gently. ''I'm sorry guys, but you
complete. At the end of the three
seriously the only way to eat hea1thy?
don't know how to feed yotH kids
weeks, they re-work the computer And they yell when the little kid stole and your bad genes will eventua1ly
some-chocolate chip muffins from the kill them in the future!"
aged pictures to show th€ir projected
forbidden bins ofsugar. He's starving!
aging if they follow their fi'ew healthy
Just so everyone is clear, I ate
rules.:,~ ,-Keep it up and yo~ really will kill the sweets as a kid and 1. thought the
_- It's '; :an interesting concept,
kid.
backyard was hell. I always Wore
-because, let's be honest, kids are
I also had a problem with Dr.
pretty pink dresses and never got
JJsa. Did I miss the part where they dirty. My mom wl'mld put Twinkies
getting fax,ter. Three-year-olds across
America would rather play Dora
explain that she is really a robot and in my lunch. It happened. Maybe it
"tlie Ex;plorer online that go to the cannot show any emotion? I must wasn'tthe besdifestyre, butnC, I'm
. b:tckyru;9.:a~d.run around~ 1 think kids
have. It doesn't 'matter anyways,
net dead yet and more importantly,
ar~ bom ' ~o~ing the McDonalds "because she only shows up to yell at I don't have a mullet.
menu, a'E.d_l ·kno~ a four ye~ old - :the family and then she disappears.
I'm not against the concept.
It's obvious the whole clincher • There just should something a little
that nses fast food restaurants as
landmarks. Obviously it's a growing
here is the great computer aged more t:ducational and helpful and a
photographs, but they are ridiculous.
problem, and I thought it would be
lot less stereotypical and - dare I say
Apparently, if you don't eat healthy,
interesting to see this show tackling
it - FOX-esque. I am thoroughly
it,
when you grow up you will also disappointed. I think I need SOme
"develop" mullets, unibrows, bad chips, soda and a brownie. Hey, on
I thought somewhat wrong.
facial hair, and bad orthodontia.
that note, maybe their next endt:avor
Can we say, heavy handed TLC?
Here's the message kiddies; overweight should be "I'm a College Student
Apparently not. First off, the pom
people have bad hygiene. Might as
kids are made to take every sweet thing
Paying Ridiculous Amounts of
well have put the computer aged Money for Tuition So I Can't Afford
out of their kitchen and put them in
to Feed Myself Properly and I May
bins that stay right in the middle of pictuj"es in orange jumpsuits or hobo
the house, staring at them. Okay, I
gear, because apparently sugar will
Really Be Dying - Help!" Just a
make you a dirty bum.
thought.
get the concept; they must resist the

40 if they continue their bad eating
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contjnued from page 13

conti,n ued from pa,ge 1

Four years is more than just the light .a t the
end of the tunnel
We help and support one another whether it is caused real offense and 'anger in the Muslim
sharing ideas, advising incoming freshmen which community worldwide.
,classes to take, or helping organizations host
In one of the chapter,s, R!lshdie ~reated a
events. I believe that we, the students at NSU, ,brothel named Hijab - The Curtain. Hijab is
are open-minded and respectful.
the act of covering the hair practiced by Muslim
Throughout these past four years, I have women. It is a sign of modesty. Rushdie used
never, I repeat, never, not even jokingly, heard the word Hijab to refer t,o the brothel. To call
anyone say or do anything to hurt someone's a brothel "Hijab" is already aninsult.'However,
feelings. Instead, we learn about one another, ~!\ushdie did not stop there. Within, the brothel" .'
our cultures and our beliefs, so we can better ,:: he,placed twelve whores, who took the names and
understand each other. This kind of unitY IS- ' 'fit' the descriptions of the wives of the prophet
difficult to find, especially in today's society. This
(peace be upon him). The wives of the Prophet
bond that we have, the bond to support one
(pe.ace be upon him) are known' by Muslims as
another, to stick together through the good times 'the Ummal Momineen - Mothers of the Believers.
and bad, is being jeopardized by NSU's select}~=~ ', ~sh_die'portrayeg them in such an indecent way
of one of the most controversial speakers of this ',' ~ t~ac, it dearly offended, and continues to offend
era, Salman Rushdie.
Mus!ill}s greatly. Furthermore! ~, the brothel is
A few weeks ago, I was very much looking paralleled to the Ka'ba, the first Mosque ofIslam,
forward to my graduation, as every senior would.
and the direction to which Muslims perform
When I found out that Rushdie, the writer of The , their five daily prayers. During the pilgrimage
Satanic Verses, who insulted 'my beliefs and my to Mecca, the Hajj, Muslims perform Tawwaf
values, which I hold dear to my heart, under the - they circle the Ka'ba. In the brothel, a similar
veil of "freedom of speech" will be the keynote action is performed by its waiting clients. If
speaker at my, commencement, I was appalled. this does not show Rushdie's utter disrespect .
Rushdie is the reason I am not attending my own towards Islamic beliefs, then I do not know what
graduation. It is because of him that my family,
constitutes as disrespect.
relatives, and friends will not be taking off from
Muslims do understand the conventions
work or school to celebrate my accomplishments.
of literature and appreciate that the dream
Rushdie is why the class of 2006 will not see me sequences are fictional. However, it is not the
in my cap and gown on May 7,2006 at the Bank criticism of Islam that they protest against,
Atlantic Center.
since such criticism took place even within the
At this point, you are probably wondering Prophet's (peace be upon him) lifetime. Rather,
why the choice of a commencement speaker is Muslims protested, back when Rushdie's novel
forcing me not to attend my own graduation. was published in 19.,?8, and continue to protest
It is true that Rushdie caused chaos worldwide
today, against the'" use of obscene, profane
when his book was published and it is also true language and imagery when dealing with figures
that there was a fatwa placed on him for writing and personalitie~ that every believing Muslim
such a book. However, Rushdie's presenc~, at my holds dear to his or her heart. Rushdie can argue
commencement as the keynote speaker and his that the characters that share names and qualities
book are much deeper than NSU inviting him to with figures in Islamic history are not intended
express freedom of expression and granting him to actually represent them, and Muslims do
an honorary doctorate of humane letters. It goes
understand this. However, this does not change
beyond "freedom of speech."
the fact that he has used names, images and
Over the past two weeks, I have been reading institutions that are, undeniably from Islam. This
about Rushdie and the controversy. I went to is mainly why I, along with millions of Muslims, '
NSU's library and checked out books on the am deeply hurt and offend~d.
writer and his liter~ry work. I read the history,
The point is not that Rushdiewrotewhatever
the politics, the criticisms, and looked at it from
he did as a fictional work of art or that he wrote
an unbiased point of view. I asked myself, as you it to express "freedom of speech." The poin~ is
too, may be asking: Why did The Satanic Verses that he failed 'to show respect, one ofNSU's core
offend Muslims?
virtues.
In order to und~rstand why it offended
Rhlshdie's topic at the 2006 commencement
Muslims, one must understand what Muslims is "Good and Evil." What would such a writer
hold dear to their heart. In his book, Rushdie have anything to say about goodness or respect? _
offered another version of the birth of a world Can one go about insulting beliefs and value;religion, Islam. However, this version is not people hold dear to theit heart simply because
accurate, because it is, after all, fiction. Rushdie one has the "right" to express oneself? Is this
used dreams to discuss and present Islam. Six of ' the definition of "freedom of speech"? Does
the nine chapters in the book dealt with Islam. He this mean that my class, the class of 2006,
really hit home when he scorned and dishonored will be forced to listen to such writer because
Prophet Muhammed (peace be upon him), for
the committee decided that because Rushdie
whom Muslims hold the utmost respect.
expressed independence of thought and speech,
Furthermore, Rushdie made no attempt to he is the best speaker to invite" although there
disguise the names of the great personalities of was a list of numerous speakers the committee
Islam. Instead, ' he used profanity and showed could have chosen from? If the students do not
utter disrespect for them. He referred to them as a approve of Rushdie as their keynote speaker, will
"bunch of riff-raff", "goons" and "f'*king downs."
NSU be adamant to have him speak anyway? If
Figures that command deep respect in the hearts so., why? Is there really a lack of speakers at our
of Muslims, who are mentioned countless times commencement? Shouldn't the students and the
in canonical Islamic texts are ridiculed. Rushdie's faculty have any say in who they would like to
representation of the B~ophet (peace be upon listen to? Whose graduation is it anyway? Salman
him) and his family were the main factors that Rushdie's, or the class of 2006?
, c",

for: SEIU, estimated. "over 215 employees" have
si. .ed tae petition and Joined the strifke.
McGonigle, representing the workers, said
that althQVgh a large IIumber of eftl;ployees signed
,'. ,,",to stn
, " -k"·e, «not a"
"1,'1
· are
",, parrrClp:,ttfng.
' ,'," . • "", . , "'
tih·. e petftlon
Di17€ctor of Physical Plant l(')ny Todaro ,c ould
not be contacted concerning the: percentage of
eme10yees (')n strike. However, in an (')pen letter
to the NSU community, President &ay FerFero
Jr. stated "about two thirds of tne UNICCO
hourly workers that s,ervice NSU have reported
£ >- , L ·
"",• .1
d.utles.
. "
ror tnelr ret>war
Several lJNICCO workers cited President
Ray Feterro's fteutral stance and inacti'(\).fl as a
reasofl for strikhag.
Jose PeinQ:a" demonstraHng with a second
~roup at the Physical Plant employee entrance,
said ,h e was upset by the lack of initiative from
NSU (')jjJidals. "The University is just tryin.g to
avoid problems, but at the same time they are
b
•
snOWing
t h'., ey d
.Oft't care,"h·..1
..e Sall'l.
"NSU is detinitely involved bec~use they
have a contract with UNICCO," asserted
Wi:lliam Alvacrez, a painter at NSU for almost
two yeacrs. "Just because the President thinks the
problem is between us and UNICCO, doesn't
.,
mean _L
Ulere Hiflt
a probl"
, em.
La-u ren Breck, a student activist from FAU,
expressed her angcer chanting with the ct(')wd.
"T•
I" sh,· e Sat·d'" . "Th·e I:1Il1Verslty
. .
lit's very srmpe,
d(')€sn't want to accept responsihil-t ty for their
contractual decisions."
In the open letter to tne NSU community,
Ferrero summarized the University's position by
sayi'ng that ' 'as a priva.r€, flot-fot-profit uFliverslry,
N SU has ail obligation ((') support the eaucational
pursuits of tens of thousands of students."
Feruefo also referred to J;eports that "SEIU
organizers have repe~tedly c.a:lled or visited the
ftomes of some UNICCO ernployees for the
expJ;ess Jilurpose of coercion 'a nd indrnidatioJil."
On April 11, demonstrators alSQ
attem.p ted 110. enter &e $.ignatute GraJilQ and
protest during the annual "Entrepren61!lr Hatl
of .Fame'" indtxotioll: cel"emotl'y,but were t,urneel
away by Davie Police Departmellt olicers.
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in calm waters lately?
If so, why?
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